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THREE~VALUED

LUKASIEWICZ ALGEBRAS

WITH AN ADDITIONAL OPERATION
Manuel Abad

In the present note, we introduce cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras as a generalization of ordinary Lukasiewicz algebras. We were motivated by certain results from A.Monteiro [14]
and S.Lee and Y.Keren-Zvi 17], who introduced a new operation,called rotation, on Boolean algebras. They show a new possible approach to the design of digital circuits using the obtained structure.
SUMMARY.

Cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras are a natural generalization of the symmetric Boolean algebras introduced by G.Moisil in
[10] (see also [3]) and the cyclic Boolean algebras introduced also
by G.Moisil in [8] and studied by A.Monteiro in [13] and [14].
In this paper we recall definitions and basic properties needed
for the understanding of the work. We study the homomorphisms and
the congruence relations, and we characterize the simple algebras.
We prove that these algebras are semi-simple and then we describe
the algebra with a finite set of free generators.

1.

I NTRODUCT I ON.

It is well known ([2], [11], [12], [15]) that a three-valued Lukasie-

wicz algebra is a system (A,l,-,V,A,v) such that A is a nonempty
set, 1 is an element of A, - and V are unary operations defined
on A, and 1\ , V are binary operations defined on A fulfilling the
following axioms:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

x v 1 = 1
X 1\ (x V y) = x
X 1\ (y v z)
(z 1\ x)
- -x = x
-(x A y)
-x V -y
-x v Vx = 1
X 1\
-x = -x A Vx
V (x A y) = Vx 1\ Vy

V

(y A x)
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That is, a three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra can be defined as a De
Morgan algebra [4] with an operation V which verifies the conditions 6), 7) and 8).
This notion was introduced by Moisil in 1940 [8] with the purpose
of giving an algebraic interpretation of three-valued Lukasiewicz
propositional calculus.
We follow the terminology introduced by A.Monteiro in his lectures
[11] .
1.1. DEFINITION. A k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra is a
system (L,T), where L is a three-valued Lukasiewicz algeb.·~ and 1
is a unary operation on L satisfying the properties of an automork
phism, and Tx

x, for all x E L.

=

L is k-periodic if k is the smallest positive integer such that
Tkx

=

x for all x E L.

We will denote by £k the class of k-cyclic three -valued Lukasiewicz
algebras. Since these algebras are defined by means of equations,
£k is a variety.
We will refer to a k-cyclic (k-periodic) Lukasiewicz algebra as L,
for short, and the terms homomorphisms, subalgebras, etc., will have the usual meaning in universal algebra.
Tk denotes the k-periodic Lukasiewicz algebra formed by the sequences x = (x l ,x 2 ' ... ,x k ), with xi E {0,1/2,1} , 1",;; i ",;; k, with the
natural Lukasiewicz operations and the operation T defined by
T(x l ,x 2 ,···,x k )

=

(xk,xl,···,x k _ l )·

Similarly, Bk will denote the k-periodic Lukasiewicz algebra formed

by the sequences x = (x l ,x 2 , ... ,x k)

,with xi E {0,1},

1 ",;; i",;; k, and the operations defined as above. Bk is then a k-periodic Boolean algebra with k atoms. The subalgebras of the algebras Tk and Bk will play an important Tole 'in what follows.

2. CONGRUENCES.

Recall that in any Lukasiewicz algebra we have the necessity operator /::, defined by means of /::,x = - V -x.
2.1. DEFINITION. A kernel of an algebra L E £k is a subset N of L
such that:
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Nl.
N2.
N3.

Nisafilter
I f x EN, then 8 x E N
If x E N, then Tx E N.

A kernel is said to be proper if N ¥ L.
If N is a kernel of L, we introduce a relation in the following
way: for arbitrary X,y E L, x
y (mod N) if and only if there
exists an element a of N such that x A a = y A a.

=

It is easy to check that - is a congruence relation on A. Since £k
is a v&riety, the quotient set LIN becomes a k-cyclic Lukasiewicz
algebra under the induced operations. The application h: L-+ LIN
defined by hex) = lxi, wher~ Ixl is the equivaledce class which
contains the element x, is' an onto homomorphism, and
N = h- 1 ({1}). If Ll and L2 are in £k' hI and h2 homomorphisms from
L onto Ll and L2 respectively such that h~l({l}) = h;l({l}), then
Ll and L2 are isomorphic, that is, the only homomorphic images of
L are the algebras LIN, where N is a kernel of L.
The family ~ of proper kernels of a k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebra
ordered by set-inclusion, is inductive, in the sense that every
chain in ~ has an upper bound in ~ ; then ~ contains a maximal element. The maximal elements of ~ are called maximal kernels of L.
We are going to characterize the maximal kernels of a k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebra L. We begin by recalling that a subset F of a
three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra L is said to be a monadic filter
if it verifies the conditions Nl and N2. Moreover, the notions of
maximal monadic filter and minimal prime filter are equivalent.
This result will be used in the following theorem.
2.2. THEOREM. For a kernel N to be maximal it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a minimal prime filter P such that

N

= P n T(P) n ... n Tk-1(p).

Proof. First we prove the sufficient condition. Suppose P is a mi-

nimal prime filter and N = P

n T(P) n ... n Tk-1(p). It is easy to

see that T(P), ... ,Tk-1(p) are also minimal prime filters, and therefore P, T(P), ... ,Tk-1(p) are monadic filters. Then, if x E N we
have 8 x EN. On the other hand, it is clear that x E N implies
that Tx E N. Now let N k M, M a maximal kernel. From Nl and N2, M
is a monadic filter, then M is contained in a maximal monadic filter Q. But Q is a minimal prime filter and
N= P

n T(P) n ... n Tk-l)
(P

~

Q. Then there exists i, o

~

i

.;;; k-l ,
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such that Ti(P)

=

Q. Then M ~ Ti(P) and therefore

M ~ P n T(P) n ... n Tk-1(p)

=

N, that is N

=

M.

For the converse, if N is a maximal kernel there exists a minimal
prime filter P such that N ~ P. Then N ~ T(P) and therefore
N ~ P n T(P) n

n Tk-1(p). Since P n T(P) n ... n Tk-1(p) is a

kernel we have N = P n T(P) n ... n Tk-1(p) .
As a consequence, the semisimplicity of k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebras is obtained:
2.3. COROLLARY. Every k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebra L is isomorphic
to a subdirect product of simple algebras of the same nature.
Proof. If {Ni}iCI is the family of all maximal kernels of L, then

n

icI

N. = {ll.
1.

In the finite case we have the following theorem which will be used
later:
2.4. THEOREM. If L is a finite k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebra, then
L is isomorphic to the direct product of the algebras L/M i ,

<

i

<p, where {M i

}

is the family of all maximal kernels of L.

The determination of simple members of the variety £k will be our
next objective. First we have to introduce the following definition:
2.5. DEFINITION. We say that a minimal prime filter P of L has period d

if d is the smallest natural number such that Td(P)
case, we say that the maximal kernel
N

=

=

P. In this

P n T(P) n ... n Td-1(p) has period d.

It is easy to see that d must be a divisor of k, and if
N = P n T(P) n ... n Td-1(p) is a maximal kemel of period d, then
the only minimal prime filters which contain N are
)
P, T(P), ... ,T d-l ( P.
Since Lukasiewicz algebras are De Morgan algebras, we can define
for any prime filter P of L the Bialynicki-Birula and Rasiowa transformation [4] by mean~ of the formula .p (P) = C - P, where C denotes
the set-theoretical complement and -P = {-x: x E p}. It is clear
that in a k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebra, ~(T(P)) = T(~(P)).
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2.6. REMARK. We know that in a Lukasiewicz algebra L the set w(L)
of all prime elements of L, with the induced order, consists of
pairwise disjoint chains of two elements at most [18]:

I I

o

o

If L is finite, L can be characterized up to isomorphism by means
of W(L). If T is an automorp~ism of L, T induces an order isomorphism on w(L) of period k.
Conversely, it is possible to prove
that a k-cyclic Luka3iewicz algebra can be characterized up to isomorphism by the ordered set of its prime elements and an order isomorphism T on w(L), with Tkp = p, for all p E w(L).
Let M be a maximal kernel of period d, that is

M = P n T(P) n ... n Td-1(p), P minimal prime filter, dlk.
FIRST CASE.
Suppose P # ~(P). Since Ti is an automorphism, 0 ~ i ~ d-1, we have
Ti(P) # Tj(~(P)) = ~(Tj(P)). Thus, the 2d prime filters
P,T(P), ... ,Td-1(p), ~(P),T('I-(P)), ... Td':'l(~(p)) are pairwise distinct. On the other hand, if Q is a prime filter which contains M,
then ~(Q) also contains M and either Q or ~(Q) is a minimal prime
filter. If Q is minimal, there exists i such that Ti(P) k Q, and
thus Ti(P) = Q. Analogously, if ~(Q) is a minimal prime filter.
If h: L -+ LIM is the canonical homomorphism, the quotient algebra
LIM has exactly the follo~ing prime filters:
d-l
.
d-l
.
h ( P),h(T(P)), ... h(T
(P)),h(~(P)),h(T(~(P))), ... ,h(T
(~(P))).
Since L is finite, P is a principal filter F(p), generated by a
prime element p of L. In addition, h(F(p)) = F(h(p)), h(T(F(p)))
= F(h(T(p))) and i f we suppose that ~ is defined on the set of prime elements of L, we can write h(~(F(p))) = F(h(~(p))).
Then from remark 2.4 it follows that LIM is uniquely determined by
the following diagram of the ordered set of its prime elements,
where the action of bijection is represented by an arrow :

h(~(p))

h(~

(Tp))

11 Z

Therefore, LIM is isomorphic to the k-periodic Lukasiewicz algebra
and then it has 3 d elements.

Td ,

SECOND CASE
Suppose P

= ~(P).

Thus the only prime filters which contain.M are

P,T(P), ... ,Td-1(p) and they are all distinct.
Hence the determinant diagram of the set of prime elements of LIM
is
h(Tp)
h(p)
o --+

0

--+ ...

~

0

and so, LIM is isomorphic to the k-periodic Boolean algebra with
d atoms and then it has Zd elements [14].
Summing up, the simple k-cyclic Lukasiewicz algebras can be characterized as the algebras Td and Bd , with d a natural divisor of k.

3. FREE ALGEBRAS.

The aim of this section is to describe the structure of the k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras with a set G of n free generators, n being a finite positive cardinal number. We begin by recalling the following definition:
3.1. DEFINITION. If n is a finite cardinal number, then by a free
k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra with n free generators
we mean any k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra L(k,n) such
that
1. L(k,n) has a set of generators G of power n.
2.

Any map f from G into any k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz
algebra A can be extended to a homomorphism h f from L(k,n)
into A.

The homomorphism h f is uniquely determined by the images of the
elements g of G.
Since £k is a variety it follows from a well known theorem of G.
Birkhoff [5] that for any cardinal n
is unique up to isomorphisms.

> 0 there exists L(k,n) and it

On the other hand, if d is a divisor of k, the set of all maximal
kernels M of L(k,n) such that L(k,n)/M is isomorphic to Td , is finite. Similarly for Bd . Then the set of all maximal kernels of
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L(k,n) is finite, and from corollary 2.3, L(k,n) is finite. Then it
follows that the variety lk is locally finite.
Consequently, from theorem 2.4 we conclude that
3.2. THEOREM. The free k-ayaZic three-vaZued Lukasiewicz aZgebra
L(k,n), n a finite positive aardinaZ number, is isomorphic to the
direat product of the famiZy {L(k,n)/N i } i E I ,where {N i } is the
finite set of aZZ maximaZ kerneZs in L(k,n).

This theorem allows us to apply a technique used by L.Monteiro [16]
to describe the free three~valued Heyting algebras. For this we
need to know some details about the subalgebras of the simple algebras Td and Bd .
First, observe that a subalgebra of a simple algebra is a simple
algebra. Besides, if d' is a divisor of d and
S

=

{x E Td: Td'x

= x},

S is a subalgebra of Td ' and an easy cal3d ' and S is

culation shows that the number of elements of S is
isomorphic to the simple algebra Td ,.
d'

R = {x = (x1' ... ,x d ) E Td: T x = x ,
xi E {O,1}} is a subalgebra of Td with 2 d ' elements isomorphic to

Analogously, the set

Bd , , and such that ReS. They are the only subalgebras of Td .
From now on the subalgebra's of Td will be denoted by Td' and Bd' ,
d' divisor of d.
In the same way, the subalgebras of Bd are the algebras Bd , , d'
divisor of d.
It is worth noticing that Td , n Td " = Td'A d"'
=

Bd , n Bd" =

Bd'Ad" and Bd , nTd" = Bd'Ad"' where d'Ad" is the greatest

common divisor of d' and d".
Now we are in the position to study k-cyclic three-valued Lukasiewicz algebras with a finite set of free generators.
Since

L(k,n)

=

IT Bad x IT TBd
dlk d
dlk d

we must to compute ad and Bd .
For each divisor d of k, the family N of all maximal kernels of
L(k,n) = L can be split into the following sets:
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We can write

L

~

~

IT
LIN
NcN d
B
dik

IT LiN
NcN

N(N~)

IT Bd
di k

x

IT

di k

IT d LiN '==
NcN T
di k

x

N(N~)
Td

N(X) denoting the number of elements of a finite set X.
So the·n.umbers we must to compute are ad

=

N(N~) and Sd = N(N dT )

•

Let Epl(L, Td) be the set of all epimorphisms from L onto Td ,
Aut(T d ) the set of all automorphisms of Td , F*(G,T d ) the set of all
functions f from G into Td with the property that Td is the subalgebra generated by f(C).
It is easy to see that N[Aut(T d )]

= d.

s: Epi(L,T d ) -+ N~ defined by s(h) = Kerh=
1
= h- ({1}) , hE Epi(L,T d ). It is not difficult to prove that sis

Consider the mapping

an onto mapping. In addition, if s(h) = N,

Thus

s-l(N)

N(Epi(L,T d ))

N(Epi(L,T d ))

N(Aut(T d ))

d

On the other hand, the mapping"r which maps each epimorphism h of
Epi(L,T d ) into its restriction to G: f = hG ' defines a one to one
correspondence between

Epi(L,T d ) and F*(G,T d ).

Th.erefore
Now observe that

F*(G,T d ) is the set of all functions f from G

into Td such that there exists no maximal subalgebra S of Td with
f(G) C S, that is to say, f(G)

~

S for all maximal subalgebra S of

T d'

But, if M(d) is the set of maximal divisors of d, the maximal subalgebras of Td are the algebras Tx ' with x E M(d), and the algebra
Bd ·

Let F~

=

F(G,T d ) be the set of all functions from G into Td ; simi-

larly, l~t F: be the set of all functions from G into Bd .
Then

N(F*(G,T d )) = N(F~

X~M(d)F~ U F:)
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Observe that the algebras Tx n Bd = Bx' x E M(d), are the maximal
subalgebras of Band
FXT n FdB is the set of all functions from G
d'
into Tx n Bd = Bx·
A.Monteiro [14] proved that
N( U

xe:M(d)

(F x n F d ))
T

B

= L

~M(d)

where the greatest common divisor of the elements of X is denoted

Ax x. (If X
xe:
In addition,

N( U

xe:M(d)

= 0 we put xe:'I'
A~ x = d).
N(F~)

FX)
T

Zdn

and

L

X5M (d)

Therefore

A

(_l)N(X) {3[xe:x x]

L

XSM(d)

}n +

{

L

A

.}n

(_l)N(X) z[xe:x x]

XSOM(d)

and so

d

LM(d)

X5

d

If k

=

1 , ill

=

Zn , 13 1

=

3n _Z n , then L(l,n)

zn

=

Bl

)n_Zn

x T1

the three-valued Lukasiewicz algebra with n free generators.
This formula has been obtained by A .Monteiro in [11].

is
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